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Mrs.Hen
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Mother hen is looking a bit cross, isn't she?

It seems like the chicks have been up to no good and she is scolding them. They both look contrite, the elder
daughter wearing a red polka dot scraft, and little brother standing behind.

No doubt though mother's sunny mood will soon return.

 

Mother hen is wearing a traditional ukraininan folk blouse with an embroidered motif on the sleeve, as well as a
kitchen apron. The log cabin house stands in the background. 

The layout of the cross stitch design is quite charming. The central scene is framed on the sides by two tall
sunflowers attracting butterflies. The lower part features a cross stitch border motif with broody hens hatching
eggs and hens and chicks pecking.  Finally in the top part, the sun shines among the stylised clouds.

 

The pattern was stitched on Permin star saphire linen (very light blue), but the designer suggest you can also use
any light Green, Blue, Cream, Beige, or Gray fabric of your choice.

A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.

>> see more Spring patterns by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Mrs.Hen

Chart size in stitches: 83 x 83

Needlework fabric: 32 Ct. Light Permin linen 064/113 Star Sapphire

Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 5.9 x 5.9 inch (15.06 x 15.06 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch

Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching

Threads: DMC

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-mrshen-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_235-4060.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/spring-easter-cross-stitch-patterns-kateryna-stitchy-princess-xsl-296_717_728.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4060&w=83&h=83


Number of colors: 9

Themes: spring, hen, chicken, sunflower, sun, butterflies, nature, folk

 

>> see all Easter patterns (all designers)

 

>> see all patterns with Chicks (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/celebrations-holidays-seasons-easter-xsl-214_235.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/hens-rooster-chick-duck-geese-cross-stitch-patterns-xsl-207_347.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-mrshen-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-214_235-4060.html

